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Questionnaire in all languages! " # ..➡  

Become part of the art project EUROPEAN VISIONS - Humans behind 
Europe and answer questions about the following aspects: Who am I? 
What are my personal visions and dreams? And how can the future of 
society be designed positively? 

The project is designed to promote the intercultural understanding 
within the European Community. The video, the photos, the 
completed questionnaire and any resulting artistic work will be 
part of the art and research project EUROPEAN VISIONS.

You can decide for yourself whether you want to take part in the 
survey by attribution or anonymously. All information in the 
questionnaire is used exclusively for the stated purpose! There is 
no cost for you.

Thank you for being part of the art project 
EUROPEAN VISIONS - Humans behind Europe!

And this is how it works: 

1)Save this file on your home computer and fill in the 
  questionnaire afterwards. Please answer spontaineously! 

2)Then save the edited file and send it per Mail to 
  acochius@gmail.com.

If you would like to stay up to date on this project, please add 
the word "newsletter" to your mail.
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Question 1) Is there an artist (or an art era) whose style you 
prefer in a painting or drawing? You can use the following picture 
overview as a guide or name any other art direction that comes to 
mind.

Your answer:
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Question 2) What do you particularly like about this art era / 
this artist?

Your answer: 

Question 3) Are there objects or people that you prefer in a pain-
ting / drawing in general? What is happening in your favorite 
pictures and how does it happen?

Your answer: 

Question 4) Do you prefer certain colors in a painting / drawing?

Your answer: 

And / or please mark your preferred colors with an "x":

Question 5) Is the imagined picture small in your mind
medium or large format?  

(typical small formats would be e.g. 40x40 or 50x50 cm
typical medium formats would be e.g. 70x100 or 100x100 cm
typical large formats would be e.g. 100x200 or 200x200 cm) 

Your answer:

Question 6) Please name one of your favorite films.

Your answer:

Question 7) What exactly do you like about this film?

Your answer:

Question 8) Name one of your favorite pieces of music.

Your answer:

Question 9) What do you particularly like about this music?

Your answer:
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Question 10) … Your favorite food.

Your answer:

Question 11) Why do you like this food / what do you associate 
with it?

Your answer:

Question 12) … and your favorite color. Please mark this color:

Your answer:

Question 13) What do you associate with this color?

Your answer:

Question 14) As how satisfied would you describe your own 
situation in society (e.g. economic situation / work / social 
justice …)? Please mark:

Answer the following actions 15) and 16) by yourself 
created photos.

Please send me your photos via
https://wetransfer.com to acochius@gmail.com. Or via Whatsapp to: 
+49 176 55122580 

Action 15) Find out your favorite outfit from your wardrobe, put 
it on the floor and take a picture of it as vertically as possible 
from above.

Action 16) Please take a photo of your favorite spot within your 
own four walls.
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Question 17) Why exactly do you like this outfit / what do you 
associate with it?

Your answer:

Question 18) Why is this your favorite place?

Your answer:

Please answer the following questions 19), 20) and 21) as
Video message. You can choose whether you want to film your face 
or one of your favorite objects.

Information about the video message:

It doesn't have to be a perfect video recording. But your voice 
should be easy to hear. Breaks, slip of the tongue and the like 
are expressly allowed and even desired! It's about authenticity.
Video example >>
Please send me your video(s) via 
https://wetransfer.com to acochius@gmail.com. Or via Whatsapp to: 
+49 176 55122580 

Question 19) Tell about an experience that may have made you most 
happy in your life (other than birth).

Question 20) Share one of your most harrowing experiences (other 
than death).

Question 21) What longings / dreams / visions do you have in rela-
tion to your personal life and / or society?

These questions were answered by:

....................                         
Name/Date

If you would like to participate anonymously, please do so anyway
this general information about yourself: 

Home region:
State of marriage:
Age:
Sex:
Profession:
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Consent form:

I agree that my details as well as the artistic work based on tho-
se can be shown within a EUROPEAN VISIONS - Art show as well as on 
the artist's website and used by the artist for study purposes. 
There is no cost for me. 

Yes/No (Mark where applicable)

....................                         
Signature/Date
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